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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Also going to pick up questions 
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Definition

• Symptoms persist beyond 4 weeks
• NHS highlights most people expected to 

recover in 12 weeks but some don’t

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Doesn’t seem to be a link with how ill you were when you had Covid – may had mild but have LCThe Office for National Statisticsestimates that one in five people have symptoms afterfive weeks, and one in ten have symptoms for twelveweeks or longer after acute COVID-19 infection
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Statistics

• ONS estimates 1.8 m or 2.8% population 
outside care homes

• Fast becoming major cause of absence 
alongside stress

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Likely to be underestimate – employees won’t necessarily attribute issues to this – might attribute to other things eg:- menopause for ladies, depression  or anxiety, stress etc26% reporting now the top reason for absence – can’t view it as unusual or minority issue – likely to affect you
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What is the problem?

• Affecting more women than men
• Some professions (those that caught more 

Covid pre vaccines) more – education, care, 
health

• People leaving workforce
• 46% employers are experiencing issues

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Stats on numbers leaving workforce during Pandemic – 400,000 – 100K carers, 200,000 LR sick, early retirers etc – we can’t afford for that trajectory to continue esp as tax payers got to fund everything1 person q re benefits of attracting diverse workforce:YOU CANT AFFORD NOT TOSeriously if you want a workforce that is 100% perfect and never has time off a) forget it – won’t happen b) restricting your pool of talent too narrowly



• Fatigue 51%
• Breathlessness 33%
• Brain fog and poor 
concentration 23%
• Short-term memory 
loss
• Slurred speech
• Chest pain
• Muscle and joint pain
• Headaches
• Sore throat
• Vertigo

    

• Digestive difficulties
• Autoimmune conditions
• Insomnia
• Heart rate changes
• Blood pressure changes
• Loss of taste
• Loss of smell
• Menstrual changes/early 

menopause
• Poor skin
• Depression
• Anxiety

Common symptoms

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Biggest thing you’ll see here is breadth – very personalised, can’t make assumptions – goes for any disability ’label’ need to understand how this affects the individual Big challenge = fluctuating, not same on daily basis, not a linear recovery process where can phase back in way you might with other conditions: have a  RTW plan but be prepared to revise it – flex – should be doing that anyway
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Is it a disability?

• 6.7% or 1.2m report that it is adversely 
affecting their ability to undertake normal day 
to day activities

• 1.9% or 346,000 say it is “a lot”
• Long-term

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Based on survey 362,771 peopleLives being turned upside down - with health problems comes other concerns – money worries, shock and psychological adjustment (2 years to get used to?) Have to treat each case on a case by case basis – initially may not be a disability as expected to recover but can become oneIf you consider RA in all cases – you’ll be less likely to inadvertently discriminate 
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Key guardrails

• 1) Absence
• 2) Sick pay
• 3) Preparing for the return to work
• 4) Supporting the employee in the immediate 

return
• 5) Support longer term

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When off – communications – so often get this wrong – Nee feels ignored and abandoned – relations start to sever or pressured to return to work too soonTraining to line managers – esp re empathy and not allowing Nee to feel being nagged about when will returnOrganisations – need to be more realistic about fact all employees will need time off throughout their careers for different things – planning for this is on them not the employees’ fault.Sick pay – pandemic taught us generally our system not fit for purpose?Realistic plans – not just a 6 week linear thing. If your team member is returning to work after a period of absence, they are likely to be experiencing mixed feelings. They might be looking forward to returning to a sense of normality, but may also feel apprehensive about how they will manage their work and whether they will be able to maintain their health when back at work. Many people with long COVID need to return to work slowly, gradually building up their work hours and tasks, sometimes over a period of months. Being prepared to be flexible.We might be quite good at initial stages and support – mentors, someone within business to talk to but our short attention spans move on – need to diarise reviews and revise as things change – fact of life you will be managing staff with chronic health conditions in your team – mindset change – next slide. Average age 39-49 ie:- not cohort which you might have been expecting to deal with - normalise it.
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Attitude change

• How can we make this work?
• What can I do as your manager to help?
• Open minded as to how job done
• Employee mindset change too

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Not - how can I manage you out………Samsung survey last week – 45% uncomfortable to talk about disabilitySimple questions:Tell me about XHow does it affect you?How can we help?Wider themes flexibility, remote working, presenteeism etc – we are learning the way we have always done things not necessarily the only way Someone raised a good point re govt policy back to work (Rees Mogg, BJ) and Elon Musk, Dyson vs inclusivity of employers learning actually blended/hybrid and WFH models are better from D&I perspective – inflection point – big shift employees want vs other demands – what landlords and city centres and those involved in transport want vs what is right for organisations.Employee mindset too:	what things are they  going to take responsibility for?  Might be telling us if the plan is no longer working, attendance, Two way agreement on these things.
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Reasonable adjustments

• Get medical advice: you aren’t expected to be 
an expert

• Best guide on this will be the employee
• May need to change normal policies to fit

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Some employees may require adjustments to their job role, work environment or work schedule to manage their long COVID symptoms while working. Ensuring employees have access to work adjustments can help them to continue to be productive at work. Remember that once aware of an employee’s health or disability information, an employer also has a legal duty to consider making reasonable adjustments. The type of adjustment(s) will differ depending on many factors, including the nature of the employee’s job and their unique needs. As the symptoms of long COVID can be many and varied and also fluctuate over time, different work adjustments may be needed at different times. It’s important to recognise that you do not need to be an expert on long COVID – it’s a new and complex condition that even health professionals are still learning about. It’s more important to show good people management skills, including sensitivity, empathy and understanding. Many people with a long-term health condition like long COVID learn over time about the most effective ways to manage their symptoms. This means the employee is often in the best position to know what adjustments or support can help them in their job. This could be particularly challenging for people with long COVID, however, because they could experience unpredictable or new symptoms. You should discuss and agree any adjustments with the employee. CIPD research on working with long COVID identifies a number of work adjustments or conditions that have helped employees with long COVID to stay in work. These include: • home or hybrid working • flexible working times Greater flex over last minute absences• reduced or off-peak commuting time • making work tasks physically, mentally or cognitively less demanding • a wellbeing room for downtime during the working day • a supportive organisational culture Alteration to timings (starts, finishes, and breaks)• Altered hours e.g. shorter days, days off betweenworkdays• Alteration to workload e.g.Fewer tasks than normal within a timeMore time to complete usual tasks• Patterns of working e.g. need for regular breaks• Temporary changes to duties or tasks (‘altered tasks’)• SupportClear line of supervision - someone to ask orcheck withA ‘buddy’ systemTime off for healthcare appointmentsNot working in isolation• Clear objectives and review mechanisms• Working from home part of the time• Equipment adjustments e.g. blue light screen filters,voice activated software, ergonomic office chairs,enhanced moving/handling equipmentNormally not big or expensive things – can be made to work with the right attitude – problem I see most is the wrong attitude to it – ADHD example.Normal sickness policy triggers need adjustingPerf management approach needs adjusting 
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Tools in the kitbag

• Wellness action plans
• CIPD Igloo checklist
• Mapping absence – evidence when it becomes 

an issue
• Medical advice 
• Having a conversation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IGLOO – individual, group, line manager, outside and organisation levels…..series of questions to use as a checklist eg;- Do I?......... ensure that my team understand what long COVID is and how it might impact the employee at work? % of working time absent, patterns etcHigh number of cases medical advice not been sought – don’t bother with GP go for OH, especially need to understand interaction with other underlying health conditions, what level of absence might you expectMassive weak spot – speaking to people – not resorting to texts, messages, slack, email etc – actually got to look in someone’s eyes, read body language and talk, explaining to people when fork in the road moment
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More resources

• https://www.cipd.co.uk/Images/long-covid-
guide-for-line-managers_tcm18-107981.pdf

• https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-
covid-19/long-term-effects-of-coronavirus-
long-covid/

• https://www.som.org.uk/COVID-
19_return_to_work_guide_for_recovering_wo
rkers.pdf

https://www.cipd.co.uk/Images/long-covid-guide-for-line-managers_tcm18-107981.pdf
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/long-term-effects-of-coronavirus-long-covid/
https://www.som.org.uk/COVID-19_return_to_work_guide_for_recovering_workers.pdf
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Language of adverts – rather than worry about the language too much just state that you encourage applicants from diverse backgrounds? Recriuitment Policy on your website then gives you more space to talk about diversity and encouraging applicants from partic backgrounds and giver examples eg:- neurodivergent. Also gives you somewhere to talk about RA and any tests you use Tests for dyslexic people and testing maths and literacy skills: if you are testing this across any candidates make sure the tests you set are reflective of the actual tasks would have to do in the job role – use a real life example. If actually the till will add up or a computer programme will be used to do the maths unfair to expect candidates. Then once the test is there explain it to candidates and ask them what RA they need – may be longer, may be being allowed to use a calculator, have questions read to them etc – allow those adjustments.Best way to help managers see the benefits of a diverse workforce – make it easy for them – systems in place to reduce the workload on them? So it’s not a problem – a solution – you know you are short on numbers of quality candidates – here they are……..Will govt financially incentivise employers in this space? Yes suspect in future employers may be given tax breaks or incentives to do more…..not aware plans at presentData gathering re D&I make it something that is asked about at every stage of employment life cycle – use ECHRC categories 
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